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GRRCNY  Officers & Board Members
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From Our President!

President:   Carol Allen
   (3�5) 469-79�6
   carosal@twcny.rr.com
Vice President: Janet Gray
 (607) �73-3�5�
   jsg4@cornell.edu
Secretary:     Kristen Monroe
 kristen80�@odyssey.net
Treasurer:        Robert Miller
   (607) 844-95�0

Board Members Wendy Jefferis
 (3�5) 65�-7883
 FSTRDG3@aol.com
 Phil Jefferis
 (3�5)65�-7883
 philt00@aol.com
 Kim Dowd
 607/753-�75�
 jdowd@twcny.rr.com

 Coordinators
Intake:               Carol Allen
Foster Homes:    Wendy Jefferis
Adoption:          Sallie Lennox
 (3�5) 469-79�6
                                           goldengalsal@twcny.rr.com
Follow Up:        Kim Dowd
Membership:     Janet Gray
Community Relations: Phil Jefferis
Webmaster:   Gordon Holloway
 gch@CBORD.com
Newsletter Editor: Janet Gray
Volunteer Coordinator: Margaret Georgia
            mfgeo70�@gmail.com 
Barquer Committee:  
Carol Allen,  Janet Gray,  Janice Brown, Robert Miller, 
Margaret Georgia (mailing).

Dear Friends:

Most of our friends and relatives wouldn’t say or have learned not to 
say, “It’s just a dog” or “It’s only a dog”.  At least that’s true when 
they are around us for they know that you, like me, really wouldn’t 
tolerate that type of de-valuing.  They know our dog or dogs are im-
portant members of our family.  But, on the flip side, I find it strange 
that some need to think and talk of their dog as human to give that 
dog sufficient value. I guess in all these years I haven’t seen enough 
in the human specie to think that it is something to which any other 
specie should aspire to be or to be as. 

Dogs are not humans.  Not more.  Not less.  Different.  Dogs can do 
many things humans cannot and vice versa. Dogs can sense so much 
that we cannot, and we, too, can sense things dogs cannot.  For us 
to have oral and written language is both a blessing and a curse. It 
complicates, facilitates and leaves lots of room for misinterpretation.  
We have lots more difficulty meaning what we say and saying what 
we mean than dogs do.  Their language and communication is so 
much more clear, direct and unburdened with sarcasm, innuendo and 
double entendres. And some humans even meddle with how dogs 
communicate with each other by docking ears and tails.  We just 
can’t seem to leave good enough alone.

Recently research is starting to show what emotions exist in dogs 
and how those emotions influence behavior.  I read this research with 
mixed emotions.  On the one hand, it’s interesting and revealing.  On 
the other, the concern arises that we’ll go too far in trying to manage 
those emotions.  I like the dog just the way he or she is – a lot more 
than the simple stimulus-response that Pavlov would teach us, but an 
animal with heightened awareness and senses, strong loyalty, uncon-
ditional affection, live-for-the-moment attitude, without thoughts of 
consequences for you or himself.  Punishing and retribution isn’t in a 
dog’s repertoire although we sometimes confuse responses to stress 
as the dog trying to “punish or pay back” us. 

I am always struck by the great frequency with which stress for a 
dog is the origin of behavior that we would label undesirable.  We 
have asked our dogs to adjust to our life, our homes, our patterns, 
our pack or lack of it, our routines, our activity level, our rules and 
sometimes to great loneliness.  We cannot think for a moment that 
we impose all these things without causing some stress for our be-
loved companions.  But often, when the stress shows itself in “bad” 
behavior, we make it worse – we deprive, raise our voice, turn a cold 

Continued on page  3
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shoulder, act distant – all of which is just what the stressed dog does not need at that moment.  I turn those situa-
tions on my self:  What did I do wrong? What did I fail to manage?  How am I failing him? What don’t I understand 
about her needs? After all, I am “just a human” from whom much can’t be expected.

On a different note – THANKS to all you made our May reunion a great event by working, sharing, being there!!!  
It was a joy to see each of you and your dog.

Carol Allen

President’s Message continued from page 2

SAVANNAH JANE WINS  2006 GOLD STANDARD AWARD
Each year the Golden Retriever Club of America calls for nominations of Golden Retrievers that have “enriched, 
inspired and contributed to the lives of individuals and communi-
ties”.  This year’s winner from the many, many nominations was 
GRRCNY’s own Savannah Jane.  Savannah’s accomplishments 
have been described in past issues and we are well aware of 
those, but we do want to say how proud we are to have Savannah 
in our midst and that a rescued Golden was not only considered for 
this award but was declared the most deserving.  The Board 
of Directors of the Golden Retriever Club of America, Inc. 
presented the Award on April 11, 2007.

Savannah is “handled” in Obedience, Rally and therapy visits 
by our Adoption Coordinator, Sallie Lennox, and was adopted in 
2002 by Sallie and Carol Al- len.  A monetary award accompanied 
the plaque and was directed by Sallie to GRRCNY.

Congratulations to Savannah and Sallie.  Savannah continues to 
put her best paw forward  for our breed, for the rescue concept in 
general and our program in particular.

Sweet, Sweet Lacey Ann, the 10 year old in hospice foster with cancer fea-
tured in our last issue crossed over the Rainbow Bridge recently. Our thoughts 
are with Dave and Janice Brown, who cared for Lacey Ann.
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We heartily thank the following donors 
for generously supporting the cause so 
dear to our hearts. With a Golden Bark, we 
gratefully Thank our Contributors!

Thanks To Our Contributors!!!

The Barquer is published solely for the information and pleasure of  members and supporters of  Golden Retriever Rescue of  Central New York, Inc. The opinions 
expressed herein do not necessarily reflect those of  the Officers and members of  the organization. Always check with your veterinarian before administering medications 
or treatments for your dog. Permission is granted to other publications to reprint any item herein, provided credit is given to the author, The Barquer and GRRCNY, 

Inc., with the exception of  any third party articles. Permission to reprint any third party articles should be solicited directly from their source.

Lifetime Members 
Carol Allen
John and Lisa Andrews 
Sallie Lennox
Edna Ashmeade
Sue & Jon Birch
Janice and David Brown
Rue Chagoll 
Elizabeth Dillon
Elinor Donovan
Robert and Carol Freeman 
Tom & Janet Gray
Floyd and Gayle Henderson
Lynne Mellinger
Robert Miller
Dale and Joanne Moone
John and Liz Moran
James Schermerhorn
Judy Warren

Janice and David Brown
Linda Case
Deb Cochi
Elinor Donovan
Sue Edwards and Lisa Miller
Danna Harris and Dr. Sheree Beam
Beth and Emily Howard
Kim MacFarlane
Tom and Jill Malagisi
Scott and Maria Miller
David and Mary Morgan
Merle Myerson
New York Compensation Managers
Dr. Bonnie Norton
Lillian Steinmann and Wayne Bodow
Duane and Lynda Wallace
Jennifer Wattles

ALEX NEEDS OUR PRAYERS
by Carol Allen

 
Alex, Arson Detection Canine for the New York State Office of Fire Prevention and Control and partner of Arson 
Investigator Dale Moone, underwent surgery for cancer in late May.  While his recovery seems to be progressing and 
Alex is at home, prayers, karma and good vibes would be very helpful in this recovery and post-surgery period.
 
Alex came into GRRCNY in July of 1996 and after long periods of being fostered and three unsuccessful adoptions, 
Dale Moone adopted him early in 1998.  Alex and Dale began the rigorous arson detection training and Alex graduat-
ed with flying colors.   Alex had found his family, his home and his life’s work.  Only the Moone home and the Arson 
detection work provided him the stimulation he needed.  Alex went on to solve many arson crimes
 
In 2002, Alex received the GRACE Award as the Outstanding Rescued Golden Retriever in the Country.  GRRCNY is 
proud and honored to be a part of the Alex and Moone story.
 
It is hard for us to believe that Alex is now 12 years old and sporting some gray in his lovely coat.  We will never be 
able to honor  him as he has honored us.  Our thanks to Dale and Joanne Moone and Alex for all they are to us.
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New AdoptersAdopted !!!
#07-03   Rosemary Lang and Bruce Higgins             4/3/07
#06-48   James and Diane Schermerhorn                   4/6/07
#07-04   Luise Yacono and Eric VanBenschoten      4/21/07
#06-41   Bonnie Waltman and Connie Rio                4/21/07
#06-47   Tom and Janet Gray                                     5/3/07         
             
#07-02   Raymond and Teresa Sabin                         5/11/07
#06-34   Carol Allen and Sallie Lennox                    5/20/07
#07-10   Richard and Helen Mallory                          5/23/07
#07-14   David and Susan Downes                            5/28/07
#07-13   Lillian Steinmann and Wayne Bodow         6/1/07

Baby    Buddy    Cinnamon   Comet    Comet  

Ellie    George     Harley         Holly    Sunny

  55-85 lbs            Leftover Golden Retriever (any age or sex  
       OK, previously owned but discarded)
  2  Tons      Patience - laced heavily with sense of  
       humor
  100 Heaps      Love
  1   Barrel      Hugs
  Lg Basket       Tennis balls & assorted playthings
  Bouquet Garni   Of Training: “Good Dog, Sit, Down,  
       Come, Stay, Off”
  1                         Welcoming Foster Home
  1 Loving             Adoptive Home
  1 Lifetime      Of Commitment

Place leftover Golden in Foster Home with generous 
portions of Love, Patience, and Hugs.  Simmer continuously 
for three or more weeks, adding several dashes of Training 
each day.

As ingredients begin to blend, remove and place 
immediately in Adoptive Home, continuing to add Love, 
Patience, Hugs and increasing measures of Training.

Test after 48 hours.  Adjusting ingredients to taste, Golden 
should “stick” to Adoptive Home.

Add Lifetime of Commitment.

Leftover Golden Fuzzbutt Jubilee is ready to enjoy.  Reap 
lifetime of Companionship and Happiness.   
 

Leftover Golden Fuzzbutt Jubilee           
Recipe By : Debbie Wood  & Rue Chagoll

Liver Cookies
  by Janet Gray

1   package frozen beef liver (usually 4 pieces/pkg) or
  you can substitute chicken/pork liver (will
  need larger quantity)
1   c.  flour
1   c.  corn meal
1   tsp  garlic powder (not garlic salt)
1   lg.  egg

Puree liver and egg in a blender or food processor.  In a 
bowl, combine flour, corn meal, garlic powder.  Add liver 
and egg mix.  Mix well.  The mixture will be sticky.

Grease a cookie sheet with butter, shortening, or Pam.  
Spread the liver mix on the cookie sheet (wet hands usu-
ally work best).  Bake in a preheated oven, 350 degrees, 
for 20 minutes.

Remove and cut into 1 inch squares immediately (easier 
when hot).  Let the pieces cool, put in a freezer bag and 
store in the freezer until you want to use them.

Remove the amount needed from the freezer 1/2 to 1 
hour before use.  Break into smaller pieces as needed 
when thawed.

Give your dog a treat after 
he’s done having his bath 

- he will remember it.  Next 
time you want to give him 
a bath he’ll look forward to 

the reward afterwards !

Training Tip
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LOOKING FOR HOMES IN CENTRAL NEW YORK
   (Contact Adoption Coordinator, Sallie Lennox)

NOTE: GRRCNY gives a decided preference and priority to potential adopters with fenced yards. Contact Adop-
tion Coordinator, Sallie Lennox

SCULLY and MALDER, brother and sister, now age 6 ½, are looking for a home together.  Scully is loosing 
weight, thanks to a diet and more exercise in the foster home. Both have nice house manners and are manageable 
on lead.  Always together, it is our intent to keep them together.  They would be a lovely addition to your family.

SAMUEL, age 2.  Is being treated for Heartworms and will be neutered after treatment.  Before GRRCNY, he 
lived an out-door life.  Reliable around cats and children and we are evaluating the other-dog reliability.  This is 
delayed during heartworm treatment as he needs to be kept quiet after treatment.

BAILEY is a two-year-old neutered male with high energy and a need for good exercise. Walking on leash is a 
“work in progress”.  Excellent with other dogs: we’re evaluating his acceptance of cats (it appears he likes to 
chase but does not harm, but we need more information).  Would be reliable with children.   

KOBE is a 7-year-old neutered male with a serious vision problem.  Consults with the Veterinary School at Cor-
nell tells us that nothing can be done to correct or prevent progression of his vision difficulties.  He is functionally 
without sight now although navigates familiar territory in home and yard with ease.  It would be good for him 
to have the “right” other dog in the household – the other dog is likely to become a lead dog for him.  Likely a 
female would be a better fit for Kobe.  He is on the small side and loves his toys.

HEIDI (and also called Cindy) was a stray so we are guessing at her age.  Likely 7 to 9, but we, for adoption pur-
poses, are calling her 8.  She gets along well with other dogs and cats and we see no reason why she wouldn’t be 
fine with children, although security is foremost on our minds, and particularly considering her stray history.

HUNTER, also a stray and from a shelter, is 4 to 6 and has two very bad hips.  GRRCNY   financed surgery on his 
left (and worse) hip and will likely also be doing the same for the other hip. He is recovering and receiving twice 
a day range of motion exercises in the foster home.  Hunter is remarkably good with both dogs and cats. We see 
no reason why he wouldn’t be good with children.  He doesn’t do well alone so both another dog and short hours 
alone would be best.  His mobility may always be somewhat curtailed and this depends somewhat on the recov-
ery of his first hip surgery and the     success of the second.  Hunter has a very appealing expression and is just a 
cuddle bug.

TANG and STORM, are two brothers who came into rescue from an owner surrender.  They are delightful and 
have good house manners.  They are both neutered and are very lively 10 years olds.  Tang is on a diet and exer-
cise program in his foster home coming in at 116 lbs!, while Storm was at a normal weight.  Storm is on thyroid 
medication, which is very inexpensive.  They love walks and attention with their foster parents, but would love to 
find a forever home.  We would like to keep these boys together, since they have been together since pups.
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We came, we saw, we played, we bought, 
we won, we cryed, we cheered!  

We had a wonderful day with our goldens!

Golden Reunion 2007
May 19, 2007

New Canine Good Citizens

New Life Time Members
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This month’s issue of the Barquer will be on the web!  If you would prefer to download the newsletter (in 
color!) from the web than receive it via “snail mail” , please let us know and we will send an e-mail out 

when the newsletter is available for download.  

Contact Janet Gray at grrcny@lightlink.com to sigm up!

Luke Long joined the Long Family as a 9-week-old puppy from GRRCNY in November and they write; We want 
to let you now how happy we are having Luke in our family.  He is such a good boy.  We can’t believe he is so calm 
and non-destructive.  He has gotten bigger and weighs 55 pounds. Luke has been great with the boys and loves to 
greet them when thy get home from school.  The boys absolutely LOVE him.

Luke’s sister, Leia, joined another part of the Long family and lives in the Albany area. “She is very intelligent, 
thoroughly explores every new environment, and observes every detail.  She knows the rules and usually chooses 
correctly.  She now weighs 50 pounds.  Leia is good in nursing homes except when other dogs are present and then 
she only wants to play and then can’t concentrate.  But she shows signs of beginning to understand the difference 
(between work time and play time).  We can’t thank you enough for the work you do and for the opportunity to 
bring Leia into our family.   

Linda Case tells us of Harry: He is doing well and is now 12. He just had his yearly check-up and is in great health.  
I tell him that I wish I could clone him.  He really is a perfect dog (except for the cat box thing). My Cairn Terrier 
and Harry are best buddies and even one of the cats has started to cuddle up with her big brother, Harry.  Thanks 
for all you do.  (Note: Harry was adopted in 1999 at age 3 along with his “brother, Murray, then age 8.  Murray has 
since crossed the Rainbow Bridge.)

We received this letter and a beautiful picture of Tasha at Holiday Time and were so intent on sharing the message 
and picture that we neglected to print the message in the last Barquer.  Deba and Jean-Pierre Prevost adopted Tasha 
in April, 2005. Tasha writes: I was surrendered to you in January, 2005.  I was living in a cold garage, very sick with 
heartworms, and very thin. I may not have been quite purebred Golden Retriever but you saved me and I can’t thank 
you enough for that.  You brought me to a hospital where I received treatment and where I also met my new mom, 
dad and sister.  After months of recovering from the heartworms, I became a puppy again.  My dad loves to take me 
for long walks, and he has finally let me lay on the couch  - I love to cuddle.  Just recently I had to have surgery to 
take a cancer mass off my leg and then had to wear a cast and a lampshade.  Now I’m all better.  I have been picking 
up loose change around the house and want to give it to you.  I hope it helps another dog find a wonderful family 
like mine.  Thank you for saving my life.  Tasha     

Luke Klara is too busy traveling to write us this time but he sends pictures of himself – in Montana, in New York 
State, in Oregon.  Luke in one year has become our most Traveled Golden He confided that his favorite time is fish-
ing with Dad in Montana.

Do you have a story or letter to share with us about your adopted Golden?  We love to hear from you and about how they are 
doing!  Send your letters to GRRCNY, PO Box 735, Jamesville NY  13078.  

Write To Us !
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The Ithaca Festival Parade is always a treat.  If you don’t live in Ithaca or the surrounding area, you may not know 
about the Ithaca Festival or the parade. We have the traditional marching bands, ok, it is a kazoo band, the He-Man 
Chain Saw Band, and maybe the local 5th graders.  The dancers, make that the belly dancers, the volvo ballet (picture 
a volvo car with a tutu), the subaru samba and the stilt walkers. The rescue was sandwiched between  the Gadabout 
Bus for the elderly and disabled and the float carrying a gentleman reading a book to a flower.

Ithaca is a very, very dog friendly town. The streets were packed with parade watchers and everyone has a dog cookie 
to give out.  There were three or four dog related entries beside GRRCNY, so the parade watchers were well prepared 
for the dogs as they walked by.  We had Toby and Ellie and Storm and Tang and Roxie.  Carrying the essentials for any 
indiscretions that may arise.  Keeping up was no problem, the crowds cheered as the dogs went by.

Then the unthinkable happened (actually we did think about it, but thought we covered all bases.)  Tang decides that 
he needed to take a “potty break” right in the middle of the street.  The parade was moving at a good pace. Tang’s 
foster mom’s “poop bags” were up ahead with another member.  I stopped and tried desperately to get my bags out of 
my back pack, all the while seeing the next parade participants closing fast.  Out of the crowd, three parade watchers 
leapt to our rescue with bags in hand.  One noble man, swooped up the offending deposit and took it away to the curb, 
where he motioned to us that he would take care of it. The crowd cheered and clapped their hands.  Our hero!  

We finished the parade route before the thunderstorms came.  What a great time.  Thanks to all the humans and gold-
ens who  helped get the word out about rescue.

Join us next year!

Ithaca Festival Parade, 
May 31

Cornell Vet School Open House, April 14
By Janet Gray

This annual event is not to be missed!  Over 10,000 visitors to the open house, watched horses on treadmills, pet 
farms animals, saw birds of prey, gazed at fish in large aquariums, touched reptiles, learned about surgeries and dis-
eases and had fun with the best looking and sweetest dogs around, the goldens of Golden Retriever Rescue of Central 
New York. 

Our golden ambassadors greeted each visitor as if they were old friends.  They delighted in being petted, allowed 
small children to hug and cuddle.  We answered many questions and handed out information on fostering and adopt-
ing.  This is one of the big events rescue attends to “get the word out” about rescue.  

Ever wonder how you can help rescue, but you can’t foster?  This is one the many ways you can help, by participat-
ing in an event like this or a parade or a rescue table at the local pet store. Contact Margaret Georgia at 
mfgeo701@gmail.com if you can help.
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More Foster Homes Are Needed!
Our need for foster homes able to care for males of  all ages is a particular 
and desperate need, but new homes to care for both genders of  all 
ages are necessary. For information on becoming a foster home, please 
contact Wendy Jefferis (315) 652-7883.

We are grateful to all of  our contributors, through whose generous donations, we are able to provide medical care to all of  our foster 
dogs. But this year, possibly because our economy is sluggish, donations are down, and we fear a day when we might have to forego a 
necessary operation because it might mean another foster dog wouldn’t get care he or she needs.  Won’t you help?  All contributions 
are tax deductible and will be gratefully acknowledged.  As a supporter of  GRRCNY, you’ll also receive quarterly issues of  The Barquer, 
as well as our Good As Gold catalog!  All contributions help fund our Rescue efforts and also help with medical costs for our foster 
Goldens!

How You Can Help!!!

Make Checks Payable to GRRCNY and Send to:
Golden Retriever Rescue of Central New York, P.O. Box 735, Jamesville, NY  13078

Donation to Golden Retriever Rescue of Central New York, Inc.
Amount: q $25   q $50    q $100    q $_____

Dedication:  q  In Honor Of  ______________________________________________________________

q  In Memory Of   ____________________________________________________________

q  ________________________________________________________________________

Your Name(s)    ______________________________________________________________________

Street _______________________________  City __________________________ State _____ Zip _________

Email____________________________________________

NEW FOSTER HOMES

Bill and Michele Dunning
Dave and Marge Hoyt

My Dog and His Love
Author Unknown

My Dog and His Love
He’s with me 24 hours a day.
And never a word is able to say. 
But he can say more with a look or two,
such as I Love You, My Whole World Is You! 

As I do my chores thoughout the day, 
He’s by my side, every step of the way.
When I stop to eat, you can bet he’s there, 
sitting of course, in his favorite chair. 

And if some night I decide to go out.
He’ll hang his head, and kinda pout. 
He sits by the window, 
until I come home.

Sits there and waits so patiently. 
Hoping to catch a glimpse of me, 

can’t wait till I put the key in the door. 
He’s barking and jumping, and barking some more. 

Then as I lay me down to sleep. 
He’s there by my side, his vigil to keep. 
And I thank the Lord, in the heaven above. 
For My Best Friend, My Dog and His Love!

LM
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Just this side of Heaven is a place called Rainbow Bridge. When an animal dies that has been especially 
close to someone here, that pet goes to Rainbow Bridge. There are meadows and hills for all of our 

special friends so they can run and play together. There is plenty of food, water and sunshine and our 
friends are warm and comfortable.

All the animals who had been ill and old are restored to health and vigor; those who were hurt 
or maimed are made whole and strong again, just as we remember them in our dreams of days and 

times gone by. The animals are happy and content, except for one small thing: they each miss someone very special, someone who was 
left behind.

They all run and play together, but the day comes when one suddenly stops and looks into the distance. His bright eyes are intent; 
his eager body begins to quiver.  Suddenly, he breaks from the group, flying over the green grass, faster and faster. You have been spot-
ted, and when you and your special friend finally meet, you cling together in joyous reunion, never to be parted again.

The happy kisses rain upon your face; your hands again caress the beloved head, and you look once more into those trusting eyes, so 

Contributions Have Been Received In Memory Of

The Rainbow Bridge

Contact Carol Allen to Establish a Memorial

Goldilocks Coleman    1985
Robbie Forbes  1990
Charlie Wood/Chagoll 1991
Daisy Martin  1991 
Oliver Wood 1991
Teddy Marquis 1992
Brandy I Eberley  1992
Dasher Birch                 1993
Tassie Birch                  1993
Phoebe Wood/Chagoll 1993
Shamus Shelmidine 1993
Caesar Shelmidine 1994
Sandy Burton                1994
Sunshine Birch     1995
Beau Mooney 1995
Rubens Henderson 1995
Sox Forbes   1996
Ariel Tice  1997
Gus Marquis 1997
Mellow Wood/Chagoll 1997
Amber Carter  1997
Quaid Smith  1998
Barney Underwood  1998
Golda Gover  1998
Barney Worth               1998 
Ginger Ashmeade 1999
Buffy Maroney 1999
Beau Voorhest 1999
April Carter  1999
Aynde Carter  1999
Toby Wattles  1999
Reina Coleman         1999
Alexandria Moshier  1999 
Toby Brown 2000
Corky Lyman 2000
Bear Nickol           2000
Cinnamon Scott  2000
Ashley Carson  2000
Shana Thor 2000
Barney Bathrick            2000
Scout Wood 2000
Ben Beaux II Tice  2000
Sam Forbes   2000
Sebastian Tice 2001
Hunter Carter  2001
Shadow Allen/Lennox  2001
Sydney Wood/Chagoll 2001
Arrow Birch 2001
Molly Brown 2001
Cassie Wink 2001

Zac Beam 2001
Gordie Jewell 2001
Moxie Martin 2001
Tucker Stoker 2001
Bear Scott 2001
Binkley Dowd 2001
Sam Mehlenbacher 2001
Sacha Grace 2001
Baxter Henderson 2001
Roscoe Wood/Chagoll 2001
Hank Snow Benlevi 2001
Molly De Vito 2001
Tanner Gover  2001
Shawnee Mellinger 2002
Casey Clark 2002
Baggins Smith-Hansen 2002
Jesse Simon 2002
Sammy Reynolds 2002
Wooleybear Herlihy 2002
Bucky Questel 2002
Joshua Allen/Lennox 2002
Sara Moran  2002
Sox Stoker 2002
Bruce Felch 2002 
Missy Larkin/Parker 2002 
Alexandra Moshier 2002 
Sutter Rundle  2002
Sundaze Massaro 2002
Heidi Wood  2002
Cato Donovan  2002
Chelsea Sternlicht   2002
Suki Coleman 2002
Alexandria Moshier  2002
Obie Brown 2003
Lancer Mitchell  2003
Ben Wood/Chagoll 2003
Baxter Wood/Chagoll 2003
Jake Bathrick                2003       
Riley Adams  2003
Brandy II Eberley 2003
Scarlet Knapp  2003
Chloe McFarlane  2003
Iris Clickner  2003
Chaco Freeman 2003
Nemo Sessler 2003
Hoosier Cleveland 2003
Tacey Tice                     2003
Sara Puzon  2003
Teddy Wattles 2003
Nikki Williams  2003

Ben Norton   2003
Sam Biviano  2003
Mickey Turczyn 2003
Brandy Greenwood       2003
Cody Allen/Lennox 2004
Topper Pelose 2004
Luke Siegert   2004
Parker Moran    2004
Babe Gray 2004
Lucky Dodd 2004
Casey Gardner 2004
Max 2004
Charlie Wirshing 2004
Cedar Shavalier 2004
Lucas Gray 2004
Candy Clark  2004
Chelsea Donovan 2004
Truman Kukowski  2004 
Tanner Budis  2004 
Bert Birch  2004 
Rocket Drake  2004 
Mulligan Comerford  2004 
Cody Stoker  2004 
George Getman  2004
Mac Worth              2004
Smash Coleman 2004
Murray Case 2004
Nelson Summers  2004
Jack Ingalls             2004  
Quincey Andrews  2005 
Shadow MacHarris  2005 
Molly Liebling  2005
Bailey Shaw            2005
Jesse Goodrich 2005
George Brown 2005
Mitchell Brown            2005
Missy Overton              2005
Annie Zicari                  2005
AJ Birch                2005
Lady Clark            2005
Minnie Clark                2005
Molly Ingalls         2005
Tobey Ingalls         2005
Sadie Jo Kelsey     2005
Molly Mead          2005   
Louie Mitchell      2005
Darby Salce          2005
Jake Rubinrott             2005
Aruba Monroe            2005

Skipper Langford  2005
Cassie Phykitt/Norton    2005
Cody Weber  2005
Buddy Case  2005
Sadie Britton  2005
Max Anderson               2005
Gatsby Lebo                     2005
Casey Tice                        2005
Blue Monroe 2005
Sophie Baer/Brooks 2005
Teddy Baritell                2005
Kricket Birch                 2005
Lady Marquis                 2005
Darby O’Reilly               2005
Tucker O’Reilly              2005
George Kannus                  2005
Boggs Wallace                   2005
Ben Allen/Lennox  2006
Libby Allen/Lennox        2006
Ginger Eaton                  2006
Casey Ryan                      2006
Abby Abdo                       2006
Haley Durand                  2006
Allie Scopelliti                  2006
Tanner Shelmidine  2006
Breeze Wilson       2006
Friar Tuck Wilson  2006
Noah Beardsley     2006
Chiquita Clark                   2006
KC MacBain                     2006
Clancey Monroe                2006
Jake Johnson/Moynihan    2006
Lance  Smith                      2006
Mufasa Cohen   2006
Bogey Miller    2006
Seamus Ingalls                 2007
Oliver Brown    2007
James Coon Brown      2007
Howie Howard         2007.



Correction Service Requested

Golden Retriever Rescue of  Central New York Inc.
PO Box 735
Jamesville, NY  13078

What’s Happening???
Looking Ahead   

Upcoming Meetings for 2007 - Grace Church, 13 Court St., Cortland NY

  Thursday, August 16, 2007 @ 7:00 p.m.
  Sunday, Oct. 28, 2007 Annual Meeting @ 1:00 p.m.
 Saturday, December 8, 2007 @ 10 am.
 
 September 16, 2007, 10:00-3:00, Central NY SPCA
 Annual Walk and Four-Legged Festival, Long Branch Park
 
 September 23, 2007, 12:00-3:00 p.m.
 Wanderers Rest Humane Association Annual  Dog Walk and Festival, Cedar  Bay Park, Dewitt

 Looking Back

Saturday, April 14, The Cornell Vet School Open House. 

May 6,2007, The 11th Anniversary Pet Walk & Festival 

Saturday, May 19, 2007 the Golden Reunion was the best!!!  

May 25, 2007  Dog Daze Bakery Event.


